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THE SPORADIC GROUP Co3
HAUPTMODUL AND BELYI˘ MAP
HARTMUT MONIEN
Abstract. We calculate the hauptmodul and Bely˘ı map of a genus zero subgroup of the
modular group defined via a canonical homomorphism by the Conway group group Co3.
Our main result is the Bely˘ı map and its field of definition.
The Conway group Co3 is a sporadic simple group of order 2
10 ·37 ·53 ·7 ·11 ·23 ≈ 5×1011.
Geometrically it is the subgroup of the automorphism group of the even unimodular 24-
dimensional Leech lattice Λ24 stabilizing 276 lines in the lattice [CS99]. It is isomorphic to
a (2, 3, 7) permutation group of 276 objects [Wor82] and is therefore a quotient of the full
modular group. The Riemann surface X(Γ) of the corresponding subgroup Γ of the modular
group has genus zero [Mag93]. By Bely˘ı’s theorem [Bel79] the map Φ : X(Γ)→ P1 is in Q(x).
In this note we focus on one of the twelve triples of the type (σ0, σ1, σ∞) ∈ C2B ×C3C ×C7A
as defined in [Wor82] with Co3 = 〈σ0, σ1〉 where σ0, σ1 ∈ S276 and σ∞ = (σ0σ1)
−1 are fixed
throughout the note. The conjugacy classes C2B, C3C and C7A are labeled according to the
Atlas notation [CCN+85]. We present a Bely˘ı map Φ of degree 276 with a monodromy group
isomorphic to Co3 and proof the following theorem.
Theorem. The triple (σ0, σ1, σ∞) defines up to simultaneous conjugation a non-congruence
subgroup Γ of genus zero of the full modular group with a rational Bely˘ı map Φ : X(Γ)→ P1
which obeys the equation Φ(z) = p3(z)/pc(z) = 1728 + p2(z)/pc(z) relating the branching
at the elliptic points of order two, three and the cusps with the polynomial p2, p3 and pc
given in the accompanying material. These polynomials are defined over the number field
L = Q[b]/(b36 − 15b35 + 105b34 − 452b33 + 1321b32 − 2696b31 + 3634b30 − 2077b29 − 3717b28 +
11765b27− 13336b26− 4257b25+46791b24− 104102b23+156805b22− 191498b21+200457b20−
170957b19+98979b18−17978b17−18499b16−638b15+28239b14−22998b13+15b12+2577b11+
19524b10 − 38036b9 + 35169b8 − 19422b7 + 6174b6 − 736b5 − 40b4 − 154b3 + 144b2 − 48b+ 6)
with discriminant 226 · 313 · 518 · 727.
The proof is established by constructing a finite index subgroup Γ ⊂ SL2 (Z) of the
modular group corresponding to the triple (σ0, σ1, σ∞). A triple with the required properties
can be found in [Wor82] (using the notation of that paper our triple is given as (d, e, (de)−1).
The cycle structure of the triple is (1122132, 392, 13739) and uniquely identifies the conjugacy
classes of the generators as σ0 ∈ C2B, σ1 ∈ C3C and (σ0σ1)
−1 ∈ C7A. We briefly summarize
the data of Γ which can be derived from the triple. The triple (σ0, σ1, σ∞) is legitimate in
the sense of Theorem 3 of Atkin and Swinnerton-Dyer [ASD71]. As a consequence much of
the structure of Γ can be read off from the cycle structure of the generators. The group Γ is
an index 276 group of the modular group with no elliptic points of order three, twelve elliptic
points of order two, thirty nine cusps of width seven and three cusps of width one. Using
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the Riemann-Hurwitz formula the genus of X(Γ) is zero (Theorem A of Magaard [Mag93]).
By Theorem (3.1) of Hsu [Hsu96] Γ is a non-congruence subgroup of the modular group.
The analytic structure of the Bely˘ı function is determined by the data above and the
relation of the branching at the elliptic points of order two, three and the cusps Φ(x) =
p3(x)/pc(x) = 1728 + p2(x)/pc(x) where p3(x) = (x
92 + a91x
91 + . . . + a0)
3, pc(x) = (x
2 +
b1x+b0)(x
39+c38x
38+ . . .+c0)
7 and p2(x) = (x
12+d11x
11+ . . .+d0)(x
132+e131x
131+ . . .+e0)
2
with unknown coefficients Let C = {a0, a1 . . . a91}∪{b0, b1}∪{c0, c1 . . . c38}∪{d0, d1, . . . d11}∪
{e0, e1, . . . e131} be the set of coefficients with size |C| = 277. The coefficients of the resulting
polynomial p3(x) − p2(x) − 1728pc(x) = 0 all have to vanish resulting in 276 polynomial
equations with integral coefficients for the 277 undetermined coefficients for C. Fixing the
boundary conditions for the generator of the function field on X (Γ) yields an additional
linear equation. Let H = {x + iy | (x, y) ∈ R2, y > 0} be the complex upper half plane
and H∗ = H ∪ P1(Q) be the extended complex upper half plane. A modular function is a
complex valued function that extends to a meromorphic function on the compactified upper
half plane f : H∗ → C satisfying f(γz) = f(z) for every γ ∈ Γ and every z ∈ H∗. In the genus
zero case the field of modular functions is generated by one modular function usually called
hauptmodul. We choose one of the cusps with the smallest cusp width (which is one here) as
principal cusp and fix the hauptmodul jΓ : H
∗ → C uniquely by imposing a growth condition
on it. As y →∞ it grows like jΓ(z = x+ iy) = q
−1+0+O (q) where q = exp(2piiz) and stays
finite at all other cusps. The standard choice for the hauptmodul or Klein invariant of the full
modular group is denoted by j has the Fourier expansion j(z) = q−1+744+196884q+O (q2).
The Bely˘ı map is uniquely defined by the condition Φ (jΓ) = j and the boundary condition
at infinity provides the additional linear equation 3a91−b1−7c38 = 744. We have determined
a solution of the 277 algebraic equations numerically over C with 220 = 1, 048, 576 binary
digits precision and identified all of the corresponding algebraic numbers using the pari/gp
implementation [PAR18] of the LLL-algorithm [LLL82]. All coefficients are contained in the
number field L = Q[b]/(b36−15b35+105b34−452b33+1321b32−2696b31+3634b30−2077b29−
3717b28 + 11765b27 − 13336b26 − 4257b25 + 46791b24 − 104102b23 + 156805b22 − 191498b21 +
200457b20−170957b19+98979b18−17978b17−18499b16−638b15+28239b14−22998b13+15b12+
2577b11+19524b10−38036b9+35169b8−19422b7+6174b6−736b5−40b4−154b3+144b2−48b+6).
Now we are in the position to proof the Theorem.
Proof. The pair (σ0, σ1) is a legitimate pair of Theorem 3 of [ASD71] it therefore defines a
subgroup Γ of the modular group. By Theorem (3.1) of Hsu [Hsu96] Γ is a non-congruence
subgroup and by Theorem A of Magaard the genus of X (Γ) is zero. The polynomials p3, p2
and pc given in the appendix are in the polynomial ring L[x], have the factorization structure
given above, p3(x)− p2(x)− 1728pc(x) is identically zero and the additional linear equation
given is obeyed. The jacobian of the equations for the coefficients of the polynomials has
full rank at the solution. Therefore the solution is unique and fixed by the choice of jΓ. 
The number field L has only one non-trival subfield K of degree twelve K = Q[a]/(a12 −
2a11 + 9a10 − 20a9 + 38a8 − 73a7 + 101a6 − 86a5 + 55a4 − 46a3 + 42a2 − 24a + 6) which
raises immediately the question if the Bely˘ı map of the Theorem defined over L(x) can be
expressed in the smaller subfield K(x). Let w ∈ L(x) be a Moebius transform given in
the accompanying material. We define the action of w on an element of p ∈ L[x] as the
elementwise action of w on the coefficients of p and denote it by p→ p˜.
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Proposition 1. The transformed polynomials p˜3, p˜2 and p˜c are in K[x] and there exists
nonzero coefficients (k2, k3, kc) ∈ K
3 such that k3p˜3 + k2p˜2 + kcp˜c identically vanishes.
Proof. The proof is purely computational. A set of non-vanishing coefficients k2, k3 and kc
is given in the accompanying material. 
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